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Welcome to the latest edition of the Australian Videocamera e-Magazine!
I jokingly remarked to my partner Jacqui today that the measure of how things
were going was directly proportional to the number of couriers delivering goods on
a daily basis.
Today we hit three – a record post COVID. Yesterday was two and so was Tuesday.
Also a record yesterday and today was our web traffic. Who would have thought a
story about a specific profile pack for a controller – in this case the DaVinci Resolve Colour Pack for the Loupedeck CT – would cause such a fuss?
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As did the story on the new Blackmagic Pocket Camera 6K G2 and to a lesser degree, the one on whether after 15 years the iPhone can match it with a DSLR.
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If you missed them, all three (with a link back to the full story) are in this edition.
There are lots of other stories too and more on the website of course.

Web:

Can the iPhone match a dedicated DSLR.................... 9

Finally, we have a competition starting tomorrow to win one of two Miller 3001
tripods worth over $1200 each! If you are already a subscriber to Australian Videocamera, you are automatically entered. If not, simply subscribe with your email
address via the popup on the website. We’ll have a dedicated web page up for the
comp shortly.
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As always, thanks for the support and stay safe and well.
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Instagram:
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David Hague - Publisher / Managing Editor
You have received this as you have registered with Australian Videocamera, but I am more than happy of
course for you to forward it to any friends or acquaintances you think will get value from it. If they wish to sign

Cover Image:
Dunsborough Boat Ramp, SW Western Australia. Shot on DJI Mini 2

up to get their own regular copy, they can do so via the pop-up at www.australian-videocamera.com.
If you no longer wish to receive this e-magazine, please email me at david@auscamonline.com and nominate
exactly which email gets the subscription. I'll remove it immediately.
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INDUSTRY
This is a digest of just some of the
major press releases that arrived in
our mailbox this week. Send your
stories to david@auscamonline.
com

MKE 400

Record with confidence.
Sometimes, good just isn’t good enough. Enter the MKE 400,
an on-camera shotgun microphone that combines portability
and performance and sheds a whole new light on the way we
capture audio for our video. Features that were traditionally
accessories—like a windscreen and shock-mount—are now
fully integrated and perform better than ever, freeing up space
in your camera bag and on top of your camera itself.

A microscope and a Pocket Camera.
Breathtaking results

for microscopy and the fascinating
creatures that microscopes reveal.

Protist Lab Films has built an innovative 6K camera setup mounted to
a microscope using a Blackmagic
Pocket Cinema Camera 6K digital
Insta and Leica “Up the Bar”. A dual
film camera to shoot microscopic
1″ sensor 360 degree camera
single celled protists, some of the
Insta360 today launched ONE RS Earth’s smallest creatures. The vide1-Inch 360 Edition – a camera that os are edited and graded using Da“raises the bar” for 360-degree cap- Vinci Resolve editing, color grading,
ture with dual 1-inch sensors and 6K visual effects (VFX) and audio post
video resolution.
production software.

See the rest of the story here

Co-engineered with Leica, the
1-Inch 360 Edition allows creators
to shoot in industry-leading image quality with a tool that’s small
enough to carry anywhere they
go. Its dual-lens 360 design enables
creators to easily capture creative
shots.

What’s New

See the rest of the story here

Protist Lab Films is run by former water lab technician and sound engineer Fabian Weston. After 25 years
as a sound engineer and music producer working alongside some of
Australia’s best musicians, engineers
and producers, including working
inhouse at the famous Albert Studios, Weston returned to his passion

New version of BorisFX Continuun
In what BorisFX calls “the most comprehensive post-production toolkit
” the latest version 2022.5 is 80 plus
new effects, presets and gtransitions. Its available for Adobe and
AVID products as well as those NLEs
etc that support OFX such as Vegas
pro and DaVinci Resolve.

• 15 transitions & 5 creative effects
• 60+ presets including video
glitch, light leaks, and camera
shake
• Up to 35% faster renders on BCC+
effects
See the rest of the story here

www.sennheiser.com/mke-400
#CreateMore
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CAMCORDER

New Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K
Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K G2 lets customers use larger
EF photographic lenses to create
The design of the Blackmagic Pock- cinematic
images
et Cinema Camera packs an in- with
shallowcredible number of high end digi- er depth of
tal film features into a miniaturized, field, allowing
handheld design. Made from light- creative defoweight carbon fibre polycarbonate cussed backcomposite, the camera features a g r o u n d s
The latest model, monickererd with multifunction handgrip with all con- and gora G2 suffix, includes an adjustable trols for recording, ISO, WB and shut- g e o u s
touchscreen screen for easier fram- ter angle right at customers’ finger- b o k e h
effects.
ing of shots, a larger battery for tips.
longer shooting without needing to
Because it’s an advanced digiWith
the
charge or change batteries, as well
tal film camera, the sensor is deadvanced
as support for an optional electronsigned to reduce thermal noise
Blackmagic
OS,
ic viewfinder.
allowing cleaner shadows and
customers get an intuitive and user
The Blackmagic Pocket Cine- higher ISO. Plus the large 5 inch
friendly camera operating system
ma Camera 6K G2 has the latest LCD makes it possible to get perbased on the latest technology.
Blackmagic generation 5 colour fect focus at 4K and 6K resolutions.
The interface uses simple tap and
science and retains the popular
swipe gestures to adjust settings,
cinematic Super 35 HDR image sen- Featuring a larger 6144 x 3456 Super
add metadata and view recording
sor with 13 stops of dynamic 35 sensor and EF lens mount, the
status.
No sooner than I write a piece praising the Blackmagic Design Pocket
Cinema Camera 6K having got
one, that the company gazzumps
me and releases a new, improved
version! There's even a video (at the
bottom of this story) with Blackmagic Design supremo Grant Petty,
giving a spiel on the new camera.
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range, dual native ISO and EF lens
mount from the previous model.

CAMCORDER
Customers also get full control
over advanced camera features
such as on screen focus and exposure tools, 3D LUTs, HDR, metadata entry, timecode, Blackmagic RAW settings and more.
Whether users are
shooting in bright
sunlight or in almost no light at
all, the 13 stops
of
dynamic
range with dual
native ISO up to
25,600 provide
stunning
low
noise images in
all lighting conditions. Plus the 6K models feature a
larger Super 35 sensor that allows
shooting with a shallow depth of
field and anamorphic lenses.
All models let customers shoot up
to 60 fps or 120 fps windowed. An
amazing sensor combined with
Blackmagic colour science means

customers get the same imaging
technology as the most expensive
digital film cameras.

12-bit gamma curve designed to
capture more colour data in the
highlights and shadows, for better
looking images. The colour science
Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camalso handles some of the complex
era features a large, bright 5 inch
Blackmagic RAW image processtouchscreen that makes it easy for
ing, so colour and dynamic range
customers to frame shots and acdata from the sensor is preserved
curately focus. On screen overlays
via metadata which customers can
show status and record parameters,
use in post production.
histogram, focus peaking indicators, levels, frame guides and more. The Pocket Cinema Camera 6K
models support an optional viewfinder to make outdoors and handheld shooting accurate and easy.
Customers get an integrated high
quality 1280 x 960 colour OLED display with built in proximity sensor,
4 element glass diopter for incredFeaturing the same generation
ible accuracy with a wide -4 to +4
5 colour science as the high end
focus adjustment. A built in digital
URSA Mini Pro 12K, the new Pocket
focus chart ensures customers get
Cinema Camera 6K G2 delivers an
perfect viewfinder focus setup. Cuseven greater advancement in imtomers can also view critical status
age quality with stunning, accurate
information such as frame guides.
skin tones and faithful colour in every shot.
To continue reading, please click
The Pocket Cinema Camera 6K
G2 LCD monitor is a more advanced display that can be tilted up and down so it’s easy to
monitor a shot from any position.

Customers get a new dynamic

here.
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INDUSTRY

I Can't Pay But You'll Get An IMDb Credit
I appreciate that many want to
make films but lack the monetary
firepower to do so and therefore
ask people to assist with all the
good intentions. But there are a
number, who in my book, simply
take advantage of the good will of
others in order to be able to play in
the cinematic version of a sandpit.

For example, there is one that pops
up quite often in the various newsgroups asking for people to be in
their show as presenters. It’s based
around international cooking they
say and seen by MILLIONS. But we
can only pay you $20.

But when you read the fine print
and dig deeper, it turns out there
are no guarantees, and indeed,
the Disney organisation has back
pedalled from any association with
the company at a million miles and
hour. And its not the first time either.

Bullshit to that and I have said so In fact, the only promise you get –
online in their requests many times. and is itself vague – is on the comThese are the ones that plead the I never get a response, Funny that. pany’s website which says “Every
sad story of no money, but we’ll
actor appearing in a Premiere+
Another one has popped up lately,
“give IMDB credits”, and promise a
production [receives] an acting
and its base is, to my shame, curshare of the spoils down the track.
credit on IMDb to recognize [sic]
rently my home State of WA. Aptheir participation. With many of
Apparently, it will be “good for the parently, a mob called ‘Premiere+’
our shows popular in over 100 counportfolio” and other such nonsense, is sideways promising to make Distries, it gives the actors on our shows
all the while just wanting to play Ste- ney stars out teens and sub teens.
quite a fan base.”
phen Spielberg or some other simiThey are saying you’ll get a gig in
lar fantasy in their own minds.
Now where have I heard that betheir US online streaming producfore…
The problem is that for everyone tions as a leg-up if you make the
who is legitimately giving the film grade.
To continue reading, plkease click
making thing a good crack and
here.
As long as mum and / or dad pay an
does need assistance, there are 99
‘audition fee’ of up to AUD$15,000
who are simply taking advantage.
that is.
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EDITORIAL

After 15 Years Can the iPhone Match a Dedicated DSLR?
I came across this article today in
the Guardian Australia. It tells the
story far more eloquently than I can
by getting the opinon of a bunch of
professional snappers from around
the world. You may agree with their
opinion, or you may not. Let me
know in the comments (they are
anonymous).
https://www.theguardian.com/
artanddesign/2022/jun/29/the-iphone-at-15-pro-photographers-onhow-it-changed-their-world
For what it is worth in comparison
I wrote a piece some time back
on this very subject when Apple’s
CEO stated baldly that the iPhone
“turned you into a professional” or
some such nonsense.
Here it is if you are interested.
The differing verdicts are not that
far apart…
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HARDWARE

First Looks: DJI RS3 Combo (Part 1)

The first thing I did was assemble
the battery grip and tripod to the
main gimbal assembly which took
all of 30 seconds. The next task was
to charge the unit. The battery grip
has a USB-C slot down the bottom
of the grip behind a water-resistant
rubber-like flap.

DJI has never been shy when it
comes to adding goodies into
their Combo versions of products.
And so it is with the RS-3 Combo.

When it is plugged in, in typical DJI
fashion a panel of 4 small greens
LED flash to let you know it is charging, and when all 4 are on you know
you have topped up the juice.

Of course you will get the decent DJI
carrying case with lots of pockets to
snugly hold all those bits including DJI says the 3000mAh batthe necessary USB charging cable tery is good for up to 12 hours
and a multi-camera control cable. and should charge in around 2
Not only do you get the base gim½ hours with an 18W charger.
bal and quick release Arca-Swiss / But there is also icing on the cake
Manfrotto plate with a grip that also as included in the package is DJI’s While it is charging, I did some invescontains the battery, also included very excellent focus motor kit and tigation on how the RS-3 will fit into
in the combo kit is an extended all the necessary bits for that, like my workflow.
grip-cum-tripod, and “briefcase’ the motor rod mount kit, focus gear
Of course, the first thing you need
handle.
strap, lens fastening support and
is a camera, and ideally one that is
fastening strap.
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HARDWARE
compatible with
the smarts of the
RS-3’s
software.
One thing they
have done in this
model is to add
Bluetooth 5 support in addition
to normal USBC
connectivity
and I was keen to
find out whether
my
Blackmagic
Pocket
Cinema
Camera 6K could
take advantage.
Under the website
FAQs there is a link
- https://www.dji.
com/au/support/
compatibility - to
check your camera against the
Bluetooth support
and while a whole

swag of models from Canon, Nikon,
Sony, Panasonic, Fujifilm, Sigma
and Olympus, sadly the BCCC 6K
is not even though it does support
Bluetooth.
Helpfully on the website is a request form to add your camera and this was duly done!
Doubly sadly, nor is it controlled
by the USB-C option (and nor is
my Canon 5DS), so to test out
this functionality I’ll need to either wait or try and get a model from Fujifilm that is supported.
Righto, once the RS-3
charged, I’ll continue.

is

fully

In the meantime, if you want more
info see https://www.dji.com/au/rs3https://www.dji.com/au/rs-3
To read Part 2, click here.
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SOFTWARE

New Release from SideshowFX. Just for Resolve
I have waxed lyrical about the Loupedeck CT for a little while now, but
no device like it is any good without
it being to work with your favourite
programs.
More importantly, it must add value
and not just be a gimmick.
Since my switch to DaVinci Resolve
earlier this year, I have been using
the Loupedeck CT with SideshowFX’s DaVinci Resolve pack and lovand can control most parameters
ing it.
in the Colour Room workspace“.
But Resolve has a major claim to
fame in its colour management
and grading, so SideshowFX has
been working on a specialist pack
just to cover this area.

The website at https://www.sideshowfx.net/davinci-resolve-colorpanel-loupedeck has all the information including a trial version you
can download.

SideshowFX also has profile packs
for the Loupedeck CT for:
• Adobe Premiere Pro
• Adobe After Effects
• DaVinci Resolve (full)
• Final Cut

• Cinema 4D
Additionally, they have made a de• Photoshop
tailed PDF as a download. You can
• Lightroom
SideshowFX say that “With this pack get that here.
and your Loupedeck CT or LoupedThe DaVinci Colour Panel for Win- and many more applications
eck Live device you have access to
dows costs USD$44.99
And it was made available last
night.
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AUDIO

Review: Sennheiser Momentum TW 3
Before I got into video, I was an
audio person. By the standards of
kids today, this was over a lifetime
ago, back in the 1980s and earlier.
And before that, as an ankle biter
my dad introduced me to classical
music via a now long lost Reader’s
Digest collection of 33rpm records.
So while other kids were listening
to Elvis, Chuck Berry and Buddy
Holly, I was playing the 1812 Overture, the Sabre Dance, Ride of the
Valkyries and the Firebird Suite on
the stereogram.
(Although the Shadows were also
obligatory listening and became a
part of what I ended up doing 15
years down the track).
My classical music introduction is
why, I am guessing, I graduated
to Prog Rock in later years with my
staple listening in the 70s being
Yes, Pink Floyd, Emerson Lake and
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Palmer, the Alan Parsons Project
and Mike Oldfield.
Over the years this has broadened
in terms of the actual musicians of
course, but the basic Prog Rock
thing still stands.
Where do the Shadows come in?
My late elder brother Stephen, just
as did thousands of others, wanted
to be like Hank Marvin. He acquired a guitar and even changed
his glasses frames to match and
taught himself to play “Hank style”.

12-month stint as PR for CBS Records, now
Sony Music)
for 4 years
or so. It was
only later I
ended up
at Computer Television writing
and directing video
scripts.

So yes,
Years later, with 4 other like minded audio, and
aspiring musos, a band was formed particularly
music is
in Perth (Western Australia) called
something
Nirvana – way before those other
I underimposters – and became somestand.
what popular. One of the top 3 in
Perth at the time in fact.
Which leads me neatly to the Sennheiser Momentum True Wireless
And they needed a roadie-cumsound mixer which is where I came (TW) 3 earbuds that arrived yesterday.
in. I did that full time (except for a

AUDIO
I have had a pair of the TW2s from
Sennheiser for around 12 months
and they are quite brilliant for late
night musical listening so nobody
else in the
house gets
disturbed.
If I want to
use a full
over the
ear set of
cans for
mastering, then I
have either
a set of
Sennheiser
HD25s, but
if they are
in use (others in the
household
are music composers), I can fall
back on the new RØDE NTH-100s
which are also very good.
The Momentum TW3s take au-

dio quality for music listening to a
whole new level.
If the TW2s are placed against a
pair with similar specs at around
the $80/pair price range, then it is
chalk and cheese
So, if the TW2s are cheese, then
they’d be a nice cheddar - and
that makes the TW3s a delicious
Gruyere from Switzerland.
The sound quality, using a technology Sennheiser calls TrueResponse,
is exquisite and is aided by adaptive noise cancellation, which is
a fancy way of saying ambient
sound is automatically taken into
account and catered for to adjust
the audio accordingly.
If you need to bring the real world
back into play, a single touch kicks
in a special transparency mode.
The audio is not just one way either
as each earbud has not one but
three inbuilt mics letting you use
the TW3s for phone calls or voice

assistant access.
A key component is the Sennheiser
Control App that communicates
with the Momentum TW3s and allows further fine tuning to your taste
with presets and an integrated
equalizer.
The Momentum TW3s come in a
carry case with a charging port,
and Sennheiser claim up to 7 hours
playing time off a single charge.
But the charging case also acts
as a battery and placing the TW3s
back in the case will top up the
juice.
The battery in the case will hold 28
hours of charging rime. Full charging time is 1.5 hours approximately.
Charging is either by USB-C or QI
wireless-based charger.
To continue reading, please click
here.
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